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Policy Statement 

 
Heyes Lane Primary School is committed to the socio- emotional development of our children and to creating 
an environment where exemplary behaviour is at the heart of productive learning. Therefore, our behaviour 
policy reflects a two-fold purpose: exemplary behaviour and conduct and building relationships. Everyone is 
expected to maintain the highest standards of personal conduct, to accept responsibility for their behaviour 
and encourage others to do the same. Our policy guides staff to teach self-discipline not simple compliance. It 
echoes our core values with a heavy emphasis on respectful behaviour, understanding and managing our own 
behaviour and developing a moral compass. 
Discipline is a key feature of school life about which there is a clear, shared understanding between the Head 
Teacher, all staff, parents, governors and children. In order to create a positive school culture all staff must 
positively reinforce appropriate behaviour. We also know it is important to strike a balance between 
recognising positive behaviour and having appropriate consequences which are seen by all to be fair and just 
and applied consistently when standards are not maintained. It is the responsibility of parents and carers to 
work with the school in helping to foster positive attitudes and behaviour. At Heyes Lane all staff will follow this 
policy by encouraging a positive approach to behaviour management at all times, a balance between 
recognition, responsibility and trust is achieved by using a system of rewards. 
Building self-esteem and positive relationships with others is also a key feature of our policy. We are 
committed to personal growth and for providing an environment where everyone can ‘Be the Best Me’ 
 
The purpose of this policy is 
 
 To ensure that excellent behaviour and conduct is a minimum expectation for all. 

 To create a culture of exceptionally good behaviour and conduct: for learning, for community for life 
 To help our children build self-esteem and self-discipline through a deep understanding of our own 

behaviours and how we treat others. 
 To help our children to build positive relationships with others.   
 To build a community which values kindness, care, good humour, good temper, obedience and empathy for 

others. 
 To help learners take control over their behaviour and be responsible for the consequences of it. 
 To ensure that all learners are treated fairly, shown respect and to promote good relationships. 
 

3 rules:  

At Heyes Lane  we have 3 behaviour rules:  

 

 



 
 

Staff use them to refer to constantly in positive behaviour interventions and when recognising outstanding 

behaviour.  They are woven through the life of school.  

All three rules are underpinned by the expectation of honesty  

3 principles 

At Heyes Lane, we approach behaviour and relationships with 3 principles: 

High expectations for all 

Positive behaviour strategies 

Consistency 

 

All staff will 
 Refer to the 3 rules ‘Respectful, Safe and Hard-working’  

 Have high expectations of all children  

 Model positive behaviours and build relationships through kindness, good humour, calmness and 

warmth 

 Be calm and take time to support children to develop their moral compass  

 Use positive language to explain and embed desired behaviours and attitudes 

 Be specific about praised behaviours, giving a why/reason why it is being recognised 

 Use the HLPS recognition and reward system (a ‘class point’) in all lessons and throughout school  

 Reward pupils with Silver (academic) Gold (character and behaviour) and Team Spirit ( for team work) 

 Make sure that school and class routines are followed by all children at all times.  

 Ensure that there is consistent follow up to consequences 

 

Pupils are expected to:  

 Take responsibility for their own behaviour and learning.  

 Take part in the caring, sharing ethos of our school and respect and display the values and learning 

behaviours we promote in school. 

  Know and understand the rules, rewards and consequences of their choices and actions.  

 
We ensure consistency in practice through: 
 

 Consistent use of positive language between staff and learners: simple and clear expectations 
reflected in all conversations about behaviour. 

 
 Consistent positive reinforcement: Routine and equitable strategies for reinforcing, encouraging and 

celebrating appropriate behaviour are in place in all Year groups. The ‘currency’ of these points to 
equal throughout the school. All staff are aware of these levels.  

 
 Consistent consequences: Defined, agreed and applied at the classroom level as well 

as established structures for more serious behaviours. 
 

 The use of creative signage and symbols throughout the school promoting and referencing 
appropriate behaviours and used by all staff 

 
 Consistent respect from the adults: Even in the face of disrespectful learners! 

 
 Consistent models of emotional control: Emotional restraint that is modelled and not just taught, 

teachers as role models for learning, teachers learning alongside learners 
 

 Consistently reinforced rituals and routines for behaviour around the school and school site.  



 
 
 
Promoting Positive Behaviour Strategies 

1. A whole school system for recognition and reward 

  Class ( flexible ) system ( ‘Class Points’ )                                                          
These are given for those numerous,wide ranging, everyday rewards within the classroom. They 
are flexible and fast paced and although they are called Class Points- year groups are free to 
translate these into raffle tickets, coins, ticks on a chart etc. The idea is that they can be used 
when and how a teacher feels most beneficial to embed classroom life and routines.  
Class Points may be given alongside Silver and Gold Stars if desired. Staff outside of the 
classroom can refer to the generic term class points when rewarded children on corridors,the 
playground etc  

Whole 
school 

(fixed)system  

Silver Stars 
(Academic) 

Gold Stars 
(character and  
behaviour) 

Team Spirit Stars 
(Team) 

EYFS 
 

Collected on a badge 
See chart below for progression 

 

KS1  Collected on a badge 
See chart below for progression 

 

  

and KS2 
 

On class chart - gold and silver stars 
See chart below for progression 

 

Chart in hall  
Ten star design  
 

 

Silver Stars (Academic)    for really WOW! Learning  

Stars are given out for rewarding academic success. They are collected on a class chart/badge. The 
recognition is for outstanding, exceptional work. They reflect a recognition that a pupil has 
contributed/worked/performed at a level beyond expectations.  

 Gold Stars (character and behaviour)  

This system is to be used to promote positive behaviour in the classroom, on the playground and around the 

school.  Any member of staff can give gold stars to any child. All staff are aware of their value and the types of 

behaviours they are used to celebrate and recognise. They are often used to highlight behaviours reflecting 

our school values.  

Gold stars are awarded for behaviour ‘above and beyond’ HLPS’s high expectations of behaviour (See 
Appendix 1) or for those pupils who are still developing the self-discipline to reach these standards. 
Gold and Silver stars are recorded on Charts in the classrooms in KS2 and on the badges in Reception and 
KS1. Nursery begin the badges in the Summer term. 
 
Whole school celebration of Silver and Gold Stars 
 
On a Thursday afternoon, Star Monitors collect the total number of Silver and Gold stars recorded by each 
class. Classes with the first, second and third highest numbers of stars (both silver and gold) are announced 
and celebrated in the Friday Achievement Assembly. Pupils build up their portfolio of stars in the Table below 
 
 

Behaviour Book – After 20 stars, the child is sent to Headteacher/Deputy Headteacher and name is 
recorded in the Golden Behaviour Book.   

Certificate in Celebration Assembly – After 40 stars, the child is sent to Headteacher/Deputy 
Headteacher, their name is recorded in the Golden Behaviour Book and the child is rewarded with a 
certificate. 

Postcard Home – After 60 stars, the child is sent to Headteacher/Deputy Headteacher and name is 
recorded in the Golden Behaviour Book. Plus a postcard is sent home to parents congratulating the 
child. 



 
Bronze Ambassador – After 100 stars, the child is sent to Headteacher/Deputy Headteacher and 
name is recorded in the Golden Behaviour Book. The child is rewarded with a bronze ambassador 
badge, a certificate in assembly and their photograph displayed on the Behaviour Board. 

Silver Ambassador - After 180 stars, the child is sent to Headteacher/Deputy Headteacher and name 
is recorded in the Golden Behaviour Book. The child is rewarded with a silver ambassador badge, a 
certificate in assembly and hot chocolate with the Headteacher/Deputy Headteacher. 

Gold Ambassador - After 250 stars, the child is sent to Headteacher/Deputy Headteacher and name 
is recorded in the Golden Behaviour Book. The child is rewarded with a gold ambassador badge, a 
certificate in assembly and afternoon tea with Headteacher/Deputy Headteacher and a phone call 
home to a family member of their choice. 

 

Team Spirit Stars (Team work)  

These are larger Platinum stars given to recognise and reward outstanding team work. Each member of staff 

is given ten stars and are free to award to class/year groups for outstanding team work.Stars are displayed in 

the hall in a ten star design. When a class reaches ten, the pupils have a class treat, selected from the menu 

in Appendix 2. These have been agreed by the Year groups and are age appropriate. It is the responsibility of 

teacher/s in that year group to arrange and manage the treat. A small budget will be put in place to facilitate 

the reward if required.  

2. Assembly Certificates 

These are awarded each week at EYFS,KS1 and KS2 assemblies. They cover a range of themes to support 

the school’s celebration and recognition of aspects of behaviour, school values, personal development and 

strength of character. Each half term has a prescribed focus for the awards and teachers prepare the 

certificates ahead of the assemblies that week  

 

3. Postcards, phone calls home and contact on the playground 

Staff are pro-active in calling home and sending postcards to celebrate work, behaviour and outstanding 

choices. We value sharing positive recognition with parents and make the most of before and after school 

times on the playground to informally catch parents with examples of impressive behaviour, personal 

development and outstanding work.  

HLPS use creative signage and symbols throughout the school to promote and reference appropriate 

behaviours. They are used by all staff. They are displayed prominently in all classrooms and around school. 

The intention is to discourage unwanted, unacceptable behaviour and encourage children to enjoy making 

good choices. 

 

Rainbow, Sun and Cloud Strategy – EYFS & KS1 
 

All children start each day on the ‘Happy Sun’. It is 
important to stress that each day is a fresh start. If a 
child follows all the behaviour expectations they will 
remain on this board, however, if they go above and 
beyond in their learning or with their approach to 
others they can be moved onto the rainbow (please 
note this can be awarded alongside a star) 
 

Golden Traffic Lights – KS2 
 

All children begin each day with their name on the 
green traffic light. It is important to stress that each 
day is a fresh start.  If a child follows all the 
behaviour expectations they will remain on the 
green traffic light, however, if they go above and 
beyond in their learning or with their approach to 
others they can be moved onto the golden traffic 
light (please note this can be awarded alongside a 
star) 



 
 

 

Dealing with behaviour not meeting the school’s standards and expectations  

Consequences  

Consequences should be calmly and consistently applied in a manner that avoids confrontation, loss of control 

by the adult or humiliation of the child.  

At the heart of our policy is the belief and understanding that EACH DAY IS A FRESH START and it is vitally 

important that a child understands this and realises that we will always look forward to seeing them tomorrow, 

when we know they will have a good day.  

Whilst going through the consequential hierarchy, staff must ensure that positive reinforcement must be given 
as soon as possible after a child starts doing the right thing. The following stepped consequences are to be 
followed through systematically, consistently and fairly for all pupils.  

Step 1: 

Verbal reminder

Step 2: Move to 
Amber/Sad cloud

Step 3:  5 minutes 
time-out within class 

Step 4: 10 minutes in 
another class- Reflection 
sheet

Step 5: Taken to HT/DHT. 
Out of class. Parents informed 

Very severe 
behaviour will 
bypass the Steps 
– instant removal 
from class 

• All behaviour on a red 
step is recorded in the 
Behaviour Books/CPOMs

• Teachers will phone 
parents if a child is on red 
frequently and causing 
concern- logged on 
CPOMs 

• Parents will be informed if 
a child has been out of 
classRedirection, a 

‘nudge in the 
right direction, 
small act of 
kindness  

Steps Actions 

Step 1:  
Verbal reminder 
 

A reminder of the expectations- Respectful, Safe, Hard-working- delivered discreetly 

wherever possible. Repeat reminders if necessary. The expectation is for a proactive 

initiative to be taken by the teacher here to keep things at this stage De-escalation 

wherever possible is essential.  

Step 2: Amber  
Verbal caution -   
Move to 
Amber/Sad 
cloud 

A clear verbal caution delivered discreetly wherever possible, making the learner aware of 
their behaviour and clearly outlining the consequences if they continue. Gentle approach, 
personal, non-threatening, side on, eye level or lower. 
Remind learners of previous good choices. This may be repeated twice.  

Step 3: Amber  
3- 5 minutes 
time-out within 
classroom  

Give the learner a chance to reflect away from others. Speak to the learner discreetly and 
give them a final opportunity to engage. Offer a positive choice to do so. In general, three 
minutes should be enough.  
 

Step 4: Red 
10 minutes in 
another class- 
Reflection sheet 

Pupils should always be made aware that their behaviour is now considered to be at 
a very serious point. As a school, we should be mindful that Red behaviour is 
something shown by very few, struggling pupils.  



 
Very sad cloud 
 

At this point the pupil will be taken to another class for 10 minutes. This will be to the class 
of the year group Lead teacher. Lead teachers themselves can send to the lead teacher in 
the year group below. They will fill in a Reflection sheet and are made away that their 
behaviour has now been recorded in CPOMs and that their reflection sheet will go in the 
behaviour file. Teacher judgement should be used in deciding if parents are informed 
after one incident on Red Step 4. However, Teachers will phone parents if a child is on red 
more than once. See above bold statement.  

Step 5:  
Taken to 
HT/DHT.  
Out of class. 
Parents 
informed  
 

This is for those pupils who have either moved up the Steps more than once in a day or 
who have committed a serious breach. The learner will do their work out of class and 
parents informed.  
 

 

A Serious Breach is an incident that is considered to be a severe breach of school rules and expected 
conduct. It could lead to a fixed term exclusion. Serious breaches could cover instances of violence towards 
staff and other pupils, the use of swearing, aggressive and discriminatory language to others and damage to 
school property and school grounds.  
 

APPENDIX 1   

Standard expectations of behaviour and conduct around school 

 Pupils hold doors open for adults 

 Pupils greet adults when they pass and are always expected to return a greeting given by an adult 

 Returning smiles  

 Volunteering to help others around the building. Eg carrying something 

 Pupils always expected to say please and thankyou and are prompted by adults when they have 

forgotten 

 Standing aside to let others pass 

 Walking throughout the school building 

 Picking up things on the floor. Eg coats 

APPENDIX 2 

A menu of typical Platinum Rewards  

EYFS  PJ party 
 Disco 
 Film 
 Parachute games 
 Picnic 
 Hot chocolate and marshmallows 

 

 Baking activity 
 Talent show 
 Fancy dress day 
 Bring a toy from home in ( no 

electronics )  
 Board games ( with Y5 or 6)  

 

KS1  PJ party 
 Picnic 
 Film and snacks  

 Special playtime- all toys/games etc 
 Own clothes / fancy dress 

Lower KS2  Film 
 Creative activity 
 Sports activities/ carousel 

 

 Baking  
 Ipad games 

 

Upper KS2  PJ party 
 Ipads 
 Sports event  
 Dressing up 
 Arts and crafts 

 

 Film 
 Free choice 
 Drama  
 Hot chocolate 

 


